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hours, I finally saw the island peeking through the misty and rainy weather. Even “joy” cannot 

Georgia’s secrets from afar in my office in (the also mostly rainy) Bremen. 

by the “Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft G)” 

troughs on South Georgia’s continental shelf host a variety of excellent climate archives. 

















the importance of South Georgia’s geographical position within the Southern Ocean. This is 

Chapter 4 investigates South Georgia’s ice cap extent

“Quaternary Science Reviews” (Lešić et al., 2022)
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arth’s climate has been going 

changes in earth’s orbital patterns, Figure taken from 

ed by recurring changes in the earth’s orbital 



ocean circulation and the Earth’s albedo, i.e. reflecting solar radiation from the Earth’s surface 

individual timings, which are defined as “Local Last Glacial Maxima” and occurred as early as 

arth’s land surface was covered by ice, which can be reconstructed 



arth’s land surface 

critically endangering the future of Earth’s ice sheets, biodiversity and humans 



South Georgia’





South Georgia’s climate, its ice cap and surrounding environments seem to be sensitive to 

extend from the sea surface to the seafloor of the 1000’s of m deep Southern Ocean due to 

Thus, the fronts depend on the Southern Ocean’s bathymetry



which traces and intrudes across parts of South Georgia’s continental shelf break, influencing 









’s origin from the “ ”

“ ”

CBF is closely associated with the “Sandebugten 

Formation” (SBF), which also c



“ ”

“ ”

incorporates three additional sedimentary and metasedimentary formations called “Salomon 

Glacier”(SGF), “Cooper Island” (CIF) and “Novosilski Glacier” (NGF) formations and partly 

builds up the “Salvesen” mountain range

“ ”

“ ” (AIF)

“ ”



South Georgia’s

also suggested such a “little ice” 



ice cover, that “starved” the ice sheet, causing it to 

LGM ice extent are shown here as “little ice” scenario (restricted extent to the outer fjords; yellow), “big 
ice” scenario (shelf Georgia; white) and “little big ice” scenario (shelf



“big ice” scenario (

less extensive, defined as a “little big ice” scenario. This chronology was supported by rock 
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2006; Ślubowska



–

and between the Antarctic Circumpolar Current’s (ACC) Polar 



–

metry and the study area (see white box in a), the core site (white point). “DT” marks 
Drygalski Trough and “AI” the Annenkov Island b) Framed geographic and oceanographic position 



–

South Georgia is positioned between the ACC’s Polar Front and the Southern 

Our study area is located in the Drygalski Fjord system (DFS), between ~54°45’ 55°7’

and 35°48’ 36°30’
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literature and are shown here as “little ice” scenario (restricted extent to the outer fjords; red), “big 
ice” scenario (shelf wide extent everywhere on South Georgia; light blue) and “little big ice” 



–

were summarised by Barnes et al. (2016) and are i) the “little ice” scenario with ice 

, ii) the “big ice” scenario with ice extending all the way to t

iii) the “little big ice” scenario, that suggests grounding to the continental shelf egde 

and within some of the troughs. While the “little ice” sce

geomorphology and terrestrial exposure and radiocarbon ages, the “big ice” scenario 

The “little big ice” scenario was based on the ongoing re
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AWI’s

using the ‘Bchron’ programme after 

Level (see “A1. Methods” in the supplementary material). Linear sedimentation rates 
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™ 10.4.1 and QGIS 3.16.15
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(Smith et al., 2011; Pieńkowski et al., 2012; Pieńkowski et al., 2013)
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A’. d) 

B’ inset to the top right

C’. f) Examples of iceberg ploughmarks (left) and iceberg 
D’ and 

E’. The locations of b) and f) are marked by red boxes in subpanel a).
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e). R3 has previously been described as a “marked inner 

like asymmetric profile” 
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ate feature, and locally changed the latter’s morphology. Indeed, a similar area of 
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km. These “channels” represent locally developed 

by sedimentation, or of a “slow drainage system” 



–

A’ (location indicated in subpanel d)) with approximate 
penetration depth (10 m, ≠ recovery, se

A’. AB = acoustic basement. c) Close

A’ (white line).
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The visible part of AB is normally only up to 6 ms (≈5 m) thick. Its base and all overlying 

trough and is 6 ms (≈5 m) at its thickest. AF3 directly overlies and possibly downlaps 

≈ –

≈
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≈

and are up to 3 ms (≈2 m) thick in their central parts. AF8 commonly occurs in the vicinity 
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, specifically when assuming a “litte big ice” scenario
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dated diamicton (AF6). Moreover, in the case of a “big ice” LGM 

≥
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the “big ice” scenario

et al., 2006; Pieńkowski et al., 2012)
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bottom profiler data to show “common” basin
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the core site beneath the ice, while the “proper” ice edge could have remained at the 
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Drygalski Trough during the LLGM and therefore supports the “big ice” scenario

activity is indicated by abundant iceberg ploughmarks and associated “keeling points” 
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(Lešić, unpublished data; 

could be either partial erosion (not observed in the core) or some kind of “bypass 

ironment” due to exposure of the core site to shelf currents. Indeed, multiple sand
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th Georgia’s glacial history. However, due to its vulnerability to 
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This work was funded by the “Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft” (DFG) in the 

were created using ArcGIS® software by Esri ArcGIS® and ArcMap™ that are the 





another part of the Quaternary evolution of South Georgia’s marine environment.



(Lešić et al., 2022)

(Lešić et 



al., in prep.; Lešić et al., subm.)

between 54° and 55° southern latitude and 35°30’ and 38° western longitude (Fig. 5.1). 

(KHTS; Fig. 5.1b,c; Lešić et al., subm.)



Hogg et al. (2017) with the island DEM from the ArcMap™ imagery basemap, courtesy of



(JTS; Lešić et al., subm.)

Lešić et al. (subm.)

“proper” fjord, and is, accordingly, similar to other major fjords in SG

(Lešić et al., 2022)

lso “fjord like” in appearance, are smaller 





(Lešić et al., 

’s western flank (Fig. 5.2b). JT and AT, on 

e ArcMap™ imagery 



m et al., 2017; Lešić et al., 2022)

Trough (Lešić et 









AF1’s top

transparent and hard to distinguish, or it takes on the appearance of the overlying facies’ 

AF1’s 
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(cf. also Graham et al., 2008; Graham et al., 2017; Lešić et al., 2022)

Lešić et al., 2022)



(Lešić et al., 2022)

erely provides evidence that they are relatively “fresh”. 



(Lešić et al., 
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Lešić et al. (subm.)

Although the data elucidate a further piece of South Georgia’s glacial history, we call for 



This work was funded by the “Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft” (DFG) in the 

ArcMap™ 











. SG’s position within these atmospheric and oceanographic systems therefore 

KHTS is located between 54°08’ and 54°50’S and 37°14’ and 37°39’W on the SG continental 





(i) the core lithologies and associated local environments (Lešić et al., in prep.) and (ii) the pre



PS133/2 (Kasten, 2023). While the detailed lithology of these cores will be subject of Lešić et 



370 m; Fig. 6.2). AT’s deepest part is marked by a bathymetric depression at a 

šić et al., 2022)

bathymetric depressions as ‘moats’ and the adjacent sediment bodies as ‘mounded drifts’ 





the “moat drift” system (Table 6.1, 

layers intercalated into the very fine silty mud (Lešić et 









In KHT, Unit A forms the lower, “pre erosion”, part, while Unit D forms the upper “post

erosion” sequence. In JT, Unit A and B show truncated reflectors and thus both constitute the 

unconformity’s lower 



core location at the margin of a ‘mounded drift’ (cf. Rebesco et al., 2014).



sedimentation rates throughout the units can be found in Lešić et al. (in prep.)





until the onset of an early deglaciation around 17.5 cal ka BP (Lešić et al., 2022), it seems 

Lešić et al., 2022)

the margin of a ‘mounded drift’ within Unit A (cf. Rebesco et al., 2014; Wilckens et al., 2023), 

helf in DT at 17.5 cal ka BP (Lešić et al., 2022), but would also 

observed a similar pattern in outer DT (Fig. 6.1b) (Lešić et al., 2022), where, a

not the types of sediments deposited (Lešić et al., 2022). We



it A’s 
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(Leventer et al., 2006), or a potential “dilution” of the biogen



beneath the stagnant ice margin, causing it to disintegrate rather rapidly from within (Lešić et 

et al., 2007; Hodgson et al., 2014a; Graham et al., 2017; Bakke et al., 2021; Lešić et al., 2022)







er conditions, as reported for SG’s north



the outer shelf (Lešić et al., 2022), and thus supports the theory that a similar current regime 

(Lešić et al., in prep.)









D’s homogeneous sediment drape was dated to around 2.6 cal ka BP and thus coincides with 

This publication was funded by the “Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft” (DFG) within the 









Despite SG’s suitability 

, presumably because of this region’s 

(Graham et al., 2017; Lešić 

Lešić et al. (subm.)
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wide changes in Holocene sedimentation on SG’s 

(Barrow, 1983b; Strother et al., 2015; Lešić et al., 2022)



a recent study by Lešić et al. (submitted), documenting trough

distribution on the island, as well as current configuration on SG’s continental shelf 



The many bays and fjords around SG’s coast often merge seaward to form deeply incised 
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Red dots show the locations of this study’s gravity cores. b) Inset of the northern part of KH
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the text. *“Mollusc” refers to gastropod and bivalve (fragments). For a complete overview of calibration 
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D in JT (Lešić, unpublished data), indicate that Unit A and B might indeed 
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Georgia’s response to SH climate fluctuations.

South Georgia’s continental shelf environments 
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, MRA are based on Butzin et al. (2019, 2020). “Mollusc” refers to bivalve and 
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